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1. Introduction
Association schemes are one of the central objects in Algebraic Combinatorics, and schemes of
small order have been studied repeatedly. In [7], it was proved that schemes of prime order are
commutative. This result was achieved with the help of modular representation theory. The question
whether or not schemes of prime square order are commutative is still open. Partial results were
achieved in [2,6]. In [8], non-schurian p-schemes were constructed during an attempt to classify all
p-schemes of prime cube order. Motivated by result of [2], we continue to study the commutativity
of association schemes. In particular, we deal with p-schemes of prime cube order. It is easy to see
that non-thin schemes of order 8 are commutative. We can regard p-schemes as a generalization
of p-groups. However, as p-groups of prime cube order are easy to describe, we restrict our attention
to non-thin schemes of prime cube order. Based on the result of group-graded algebras given in [2,3],
we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let (X, S) be a non-commutative p-scheme of prime cube order which is not thin and T a closed
subset of S with prime index. Then T is an elementary abelian p-group.
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2 K. Kim / Journal of Algebra 331 (2011) 1–10The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review notation and ba-
sic results on association schemes and their representation theory. In Section 3, we prove our main
theorem. In Section 4, we construct non-commutative schurian p-schemes.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we prepare necessary notation and results about association schemes and their
representation theory. Throughout this paper, we use the notation given in [3,12].
2.1. Association schemes
Let X be a non-empty ﬁnite set. Let S denote a partition of X × X . Then we say that (X, S) is an
association scheme (or shortly scheme) if it satisﬁes the following conditions:
(1) 1X := {(x, x) | x ∈ X} ∈ S;
(2) For each s ∈ S , s∗ := {(x, y) | (y, x) ∈ s} ∈ S;
(3) For all s, t,u ∈ S and x, y ∈ X , astu := |xs ∩ yt∗| is constant whenever (x, y) ∈ u, where xs :=
{y ∈ X | (x, y) ∈ s}.
For each s ∈ S , we abbreviate ass∗1X as ns , which is called the valency of s. The pair (X, S) is called
a thin scheme if all elements of S have valency 1. For a subset U of S , put nU =∑u∈U nu . We call nS
the order of (X, S). In particular, (X, S) is called a p-scheme if nS
∏
s∈S ns is a power of p, where p is
a prime.
Let P and Q be non-empty subsets of S . We deﬁne P Q to be the set of all elements s ∈ S such
that there exist elements p ∈ P and q ∈ Q with apqs = 0. The set P Q is called the complex product
of P and Q . If one of factors in a complex product consists of a single element s, then one usually
substitutes {s} with s.
A non-empty subset T of S is called closed if T T ⊆ T . The pair (X, S) is called primitive if {1X }
is a maximal closed subset of S . For a closed subset T of S , nS/nT is called the index of T in S . For
each closed subset T of S , it is called strongly normal in S if s∗T s ⊆ T for every s ∈ S . We denote it
by T  S .
Theorem 2.1. (See [3].) Let (X, S) be a scheme and T a strongly normal closed subset of S. Then |T sT | |T |
for any s ∈ S.
We put O θ (S) :=⋂T S T and call this the thin residue of S .
For each closed subset T of S , we deﬁne X/T := {xT | x ∈ X} and S//T := {sT | s ∈ S}, where
xT :=⋃t∈T xt and sT := {(xT , yT ) | y ∈ xT sT }. Then (X/T , S//T ) (or shortly S//T ) is a scheme called
the quotient scheme of (X, S) over T . Note that if T is a strongly normal closed subset of S , then
S//T is a group.
For each s ∈ S , we denote the adjacency matrix of s by σs . Namely σs is a matrix whose rows
and columns are indexed by the elements of X and (σs)xy = 1 if (x, y) ∈ s and (σs)xy = 0 otherwise.
By the deﬁnition of a scheme, CS =⊕s∈S Cσs is a C-algebra called the adjacency algebra of (X, S),
where C is a complex ﬁeld. For a subset U of S , we put CU =⊕u∈U Cσu as a subset of adjacency
algebra. It is well known that CS is a semisimple algebra in [12]. The set of irreducible characters of S
is denoted by Irr(S). The map σs → ns is called the trivial character of S and denoted by 1S . Let τS
be the character of the CS-module CX . We call τS the standard character of S . For each irreducible
character of CS , there exists a non-negative integer mχ such that τS =∑χ∈Irr(S)mχχ . The element
mχ is called the multiplicity of χ . For χ ∈ Irr(S), the central primitive idempotent corresponding to χ
is denoted by eχ .
Theorem 2.2. (See [9].) Let χ ∈ Irr(S). Then χ ∈ Irr(S//O θ (S)) if and only if mχ = χ(1).
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be a ﬁeld automorphism of C. Then Xρ : σs → (xij(σs)ρ) is also a representation of CS , and Xρ is
irreducible if and only if so is X. The character χρ satisﬁes χρ(σs) = χ(σs)ρ . We say that χρ is the
algebraic conjugate of χ by ρ . We also say that they are algebraically conjugate. Moreover, we call ρ
algebraic conjugation.
Note that we often use characters instead of modules, but they are essentially the same.
2.2. Group-graded algebras and their modules
First, we recall some results on group-graded algebras and their modules in [1,3].
Let G be a ﬁnite group, and A a ﬁnite-dimensional C-algebra with the identity. We say that A is
a G-graded algebra if A has a decomposition
A =
⊕
g∈G
Ag
of C-subspaces such that
Ag Ah ⊂ Agh
for any g,h ∈ G . Obviously A1 is a subalgebra of A and Ag is a both left and right A1-submodule
of A.
Let A =⊕g∈G Ag be a G-graded algebra. A right A-module M is called a G-graded A-module if M
has a decomposition
M =
⊕
g∈G
Mg
of C-subspaces such that
Mg Ah ⊂ Mgh
for any g,h ∈ G . We call Mg the g-component of M .
Let A be a G-graded algebra, and M a G-graded A-module. For g ∈ G , we deﬁne the conjugate Mg
of M as follows. Let Mg = M be as an A-module and put (Mg)h = Mgh . Then Mg is again a G-graded
A-module by
(
Mg
)
h Ak = Mgh Ak ⊆ Mghk =
(
Mg
)
hk
for g,h,k ∈ G . We say that M and M ′ are G-conjugate if there exists g ∈ G such that M ′ ∼= Mg .
Let M =⊕g∈G Mg be a G-graded A-module. For a subset H of G , we say that M is H-null if
Mh = 0 for all h ∈ H . The sum of all H-null G-graded A-submodules of M is also H-null. So there
exists the unique maximal H-null G-graded A-submodule of M . We call it the H-null socle of M and
write it SH (M). If H is a single element {h}, then we usually substitute {h} with h.
Let L be a right A1-module, and consider the decomposition
L ⊗A1 A =
⊕
g∈G
L ⊗ Ag .
We call L ⊗A1 A the induction of L to A. Then L ⊗A1 A becomes a G-graded A-module with
(L ⊗A1 A)g = L ⊗ Ag .
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of L ⊗A1 A. Then M is 1-null. So the 1-null socle S1(L ⊗A1 A) is the unique maximal G-graded A-submodule
of L ⊗A1 A.
For an irreducible A1-module L, deﬁne L⊗ A := (L⊗A1 A)/S1(L⊗A1 A). Proposition 2.3 means that
L ⊗ A is an irreducible G-graded A-module.
Proposition 2.4. (See [3].) Let M be an irreducible G-graded A-module. Then Mg is an irreducible A1-module
or 0 for every g ∈ G. Moreover, if M is not 1-null, then M1 ⊗ A ∼= M.
This means that every non-1-null irreducible G-graded A-module is of the form L ⊗ A for some
irreducible A1-module L. So we have a bijection between the set of irreducible A1-modules and the
set of non-1-null irreducible G-graded A-modules.
Let M =⊕g∈G Mg be an irreducible G-graded A-module. Then Mg is an irreducible A1-module
or 0 for any g ∈ G . Put
Supp(M) = {g ∈ G | Mg = 0}.
We call it the support of M . Note that Supp(M) is not necessary a subgroup of G . For g,h ∈ Supp(M),
we say that irreducible A1-modules Mg and Mh are G-conjugate. In this cases, Mg ⊗ A and Mh ⊗ A
are G-conjugate G-graded A-modules. So being G-conjugate is an equivalence relation on the set of
isomorphism classes of irreducible A1-modules.
For an irreducible A1-module L, deﬁne the stabilizer
G{L} = {g ∈ G ∣∣ (L ⊗ A)g ∼= L}
of L in G . Then G{L} is a subgroup of G and the Supp(L ⊗ A) is a union of some left G{L}-cosets.
Next, we apply theory of group-graded algebras to association schemes.
Let (X, S) be an association scheme and T a strongly normal closed subset of S . Put G = S//T as
a ﬁnite group. Then the adjacency algebra CS is a G-graded algebra with the grading
CS =
⊕
sT ∈S//T
C(T sT ).
Theorem 2.5. (See [3].) For an irreducible CT -module L, L ⊗CT CS is an irreducible G-graded CS-module.
Especially L ⊗ CS ∼= L ⊗CT CS.
Combining Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 2.5, we have the following result.
Theorem 2.6. (See [3].) For any irreducible CT -module L and s ∈ S, L ⊗C(T sT ) is an irreducible CT -module
or 0.
For any irreducible CT -module L, the set of G-conjugates is {L ⊗ C(T sT ) | s ∈ S, L ⊗ C(T sT ) = 0}.
As we mention in the above, the following remark is a key idea in the proof of the main theorem.
Remark 2.1. For g,h ∈ Supp(L ⊗CT CS), (L ⊗ C(T gT )) ⊗ CS and (L ⊗ C(ThT )) ⊗ CS are G-conjugate
G-graded CS-modules. So being G-conjugate gives an equivalence relation on the set of isomorphism
classes of irreducible CT -modules.
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The following theorem is often used in Section 3.
Theorem 2.7. (See [2].) Let (X, S) be an association scheme and T a strongly normal closed subset of S.
Suppose G = S//T is isomorphic to the cyclic group of prime order. Then for χ ∈ Irr(S), one of the following
statements holds:
(1) χT ∈ Irr(T ) and (χT )S =∑pi=1 χξi , where Irr(G) = {ξi | 1 i  p};
(2) χ(σs) = 0 for any s ∈ S − T and χT is a sum of at most p distinct irreducible characters. If ψ is an
irreducible constituent of χT , then ψ S = χ .
Remark 2.2. Let L and M be irreducible CT -modules corresponding to (1) and (2), respectively. Then
G{L} = G and G{M} = {1G}.
This describes the relationship between characters of S and T .
2.4. Multiplicities of induced characters
We can give a formula on the multiplicities of induced characters.
For a character η and an irreducible character χ of a scheme, let m(χ ;η) denote the multiplicity
of χ in η. Usually we consider the multiplicity mχ only for an irreducible character χ . It is deﬁned
by m(χ ;τS ) for χ ∈ Irr(S). Let η be an arbitrary character of S . Deﬁne the multiplicity mη of η by
mη =
∑
χ∈Irr(S)
m(χ ;η)mχ .
If η is irreducible, then mη is the same as the original one.
Theorem 2.8. (See [3].) Let (X, S) be a scheme and T a closed subset of S. Let ϕ be a character of T . Then
mϕ S = (nS/nT )mϕ .
Remark 2.3. Let T be a strongly normal closed subset of S . If ϕ and ψ are S//T -conjugate, then
ϕ S = ψ S . So Theorem 2.8 implies that mϕ =mψ .
2.5. The wreath product of association schemes
Let (W , F ) and (Y , H) be association schemes. For each f ∈ F we deﬁne
f := {((w1, y), (w2, y)) ∣∣ y ∈ Y , (w1,w2) ∈ f }.
For each h ∈ H − {1Y } we deﬁne
h := {((w1, y1), (w2, y2)) ∣∣ w1,w2 ∈ W , (y1, y2) ∈ h}.
Then (W × Y , F  H) is an association scheme called the wreath product of (W , F ) and (Y , H), where
F  H := { f | f ∈ F } ∪ {h | h ∈ H − {1Y }}.
Note that if (W , F ) and (Y , H) are commutative, then (W × Y , F  H) is.
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T T sT T s2T T s3T T s4T · · · T sp−2T T sp−1T
1T 1 1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1
ϕ1 1 · · ·
ϕ2 1 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ϕ|Irr(T )|−1 1 · · ·
Next, we describe all irreducible characters of (W × Y , F  H) over C. Let χ1, . . . ,χr be all irre-
ducible characters of (W , F ), and let ψ1, . . . ,ψt be all irreducible characters of (Y , H). Assume that
χ1 and ψ1 are trivial characters. We deﬁne{
χ˜μ( f ) = χμ( f ),
χ˜μ(h) = 0,
for μ = 1 and {
ψ˜ν( f ) = n f ψν(1Y ),
ψ˜ν(h) = nFψν(h).
Then we have the following result.
Theorem 2.9. (See [4].) In the above notations, χ˜2, . . . , χ˜r, ψ˜1, . . . , ψ˜t are all irreducible characters of
(W × Y , F  H).
3. Our main result
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Lemmas 2.3.9 and 4.2.5(ii) in [13], T is a strongly normal closed subset. So
we can use results as in Section 2. It is well known that there are three isomorphism classes of p-
schemes of order p2. Since they are commutative, we can use the fact that all irreducible characters
of T are linear. First, we decompose CS as the sum of irreducible CS-modules. Second, we decompose
each irreducible CS-module as the sum of irreducible CT -modules. Then by Theorem 2.6, we can give
Table 1 with the dimension of Ceϕ ⊗ C(T skT ) as entries, where rows and columns are indexed by
Irr(T ) and {T skT | 0 k p−1}, respectively. Note that Ce1T ⊗C(T skT ) = 0 and
∑
ϕ∈Irr(T ) dim(Ceϕ ⊗
C(T skT )) = |T skT | for each k. Based on Theorem 2.7, we will consider the induction of Ceϕ to CS for
each ϕ ∈ Irr(T ).
3.1. The case of cyclic groups
For a cyclic group T = 〈t | t p2 = 1〉, denote a primitive p2-th root of unity by ε. Deﬁne ϕi by
ϕi(t) = εi . Then Q(ε) is a splitting ﬁeld of the group algebra QT . According to orbits of the action
of Aut(Q(ε)/Q), all irreducible characters of Q(ε)T can be divided into three classes, i.e., {ϕ0}, {ϕip |
1  i  p − 1} and {ϕi | gcd(i, p) = 1, 1  i  p2 − 1}. Note that (eϕi ⊗ (T skT ))σ = eσϕi ⊗ (T skT ) =
eϕσi ⊗ (T skT ) for σ ∈ Aut(Q(ε)/Q).
For convenience, concerning the above three classes, we denote three classes of irreducible CT -
modules by {Ce1T }, {Ceχi | 1 i  p − 1} and {Ceψ j | 1 j  p(p − 1)}. Since T of order p2 acts on
T skT transitively, the dimension of C(T skT ) except for k = 0 is 1, p or p2.
By Remark 2.2, G{Ceψ j } = {1G } or G for each j.
First, we assume that G{Ceψ j } = G for some j. Then G{Ceψ j } = G for every j, since ψ j ’s are
algebraically conjugate. This implies that Ceψ j ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for every j and every k. Since the
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Thus, |T skT | = p2 for each k, i.e., (X, S) is a p-group, a contradiction.
Under the assumption that G{Ceψ j } = {1G } for every j, assume G{Ceχi } = G for some i. Then
since χi ’s are algebraically conjugate, G{Ceχi } = G for every i. Thus Ceχi ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for every i
and every k. On the other hand, if Ceψ j ⊗C(T skT ) = 0 for some j and some non-zero k, then since the
dimension of C(T skT ) must be p2, Ceψ j ⊗C(T skT ) = 0 for every j. Since the quotient scheme S//T is
primitive, |T skT | = p2 for each k, i.e., (X, S) is a p-group, a contradiction. Hence, Ceψ j ⊗C(T skT ) = 0
for every j and every non-zero k. However, this means that (X, S) is commutative, a contradiction.
Now we can assume that G{Ceχi } = G{Ceψ j } = {1G} for every i and every j.
If Ceψ j ⊗C(T skT ) = 0 for some j and some non-zero k, then Ceψ j ⊗C(T skT ) = 0 for every j, since
ψ j ’s are algebraically conjugate. Since the dimension of C(T skT ) must be p2, Ceχi ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for
every i. Since the quotient scheme S//T is primitive, (X, S) is a p-group, a contradiction. Hence,
Ceψ j ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for every j and every non-zero k.
If Ceχi ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for some i and some non-zero k, then Ceχi ⊗ C(T skT ) is isomorphic to an
irreducible CT -module, which is not Ceχi . We consider two cases.
(1a) If Ceχi ⊗C(T skT ) ∼= Ceψ j for some j, then Remark 2.1 implies that Ceχi ⊗CS and Ceψ j ⊗CS are
G-conjugate. By applying previous argument for sp−k-component of Ceψ j ⊗CS , we get a contra-
diction.
(1b) If Ceχi ⊗C(T skT ) ∼= Ceχi′ for some i′ , then Ceχi′ ⊗C(T skT ) = 0, since χi and χi′ are algebraically
conjugate. Remark 2.1 implies that Ceχi ⊗ CS and Ceχi′ ⊗ CS are G-conjugate. Moreover, the
sk-component of Ceχi′ ⊗ CS corresponds to the s2k-component of Ceχi ⊗ CS . Hence, Ceχi ⊗
C(T s2kT ) = 0 which is not isomorphic to Ceχi or Ceχi′ . By repeating same argument p − 3
times, we can get that Ceχi ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for every k. Since χi ’s are algebraically conjugate,
Ceχi ⊗C(T skT ) = 0 for every i and every non-zero k. But, the fact that |{Ceχi | 1 i  p − 1}| =
|{Ceχi ⊗ C(T skT ) | 0 k p − 1}| is a contradiction.
Therefore, Ceϕ ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for every non-zero k and every ϕ ∈ Irr(T ) − {1T }, i.e., |T skT | = 1 for
every non-zero k. This implies that (X, S) is the wreath product of T and a thin scheme of order p.
This means that (X, S) is commutative, a contradiction.
3.2. The case of wreath products
Put T ∼= F  H , where (W , F ) and (Y , H) are thin schemes of order p. There exists a strongly
normal closed subset F ′ in T such that F ∼= F ′ . For convenience, we identify F ′ with F . We consider
the induction of Ceχ to CT for each χ ∈ Irr(F ) and also use the table. Since Ce1F ⊗CT is essentially
a module of the cyclic group of order p, we can get p irreducible CT -modules. By Theorem 2.7(1) and
Subsection 2.4, their multiplicities are 1. Since |Ftk F | = 1 for every non-zero k, Ceχ ⊗ C(Ftk F ) = 0
for each χ ∈ Irr(F )−{1F }. We can get an irreducible CT -module Ceχ ⊗CT for each χ ∈ Irr(F )−{1F }.
By Theorem 2.7(2) and Subsection 2.4, their multiplicities are p. Thus, there exist 2p − 1 irreducible
CT -modules. By considering algebraic conjugate and multiplicity, we denote them by {Ce1T }, {Ceχi |
1 i  p − 1} and {Ceψ j | 1 j  p − 1}, where mχi = 1 and mψ j = p. Note that |T skT | 2p − 1 for
every 1 k p − 1, by Theorem 2.1.
We again consider the induction of an irreducible CT -module to CS . By Remark 2.2, G{Ceχi } ={1G } or G for each i.
First, we assume that G{Ceχi } = G for some i. Then G{Ceχi } = G for every i, since χi ’s are al-
gebraically conjugate. Since we assume that (X, S) is non-commutative, G{Ceψ j } = {1G} for every j.
Since every valency is a power of p, |T skT | = p or 2p−1 for every 1 k p−1. If |T skT | = 2p−1 for
some k, then Ceψ j ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for every j. By same argument as in (1b), this induces a contradic-
tion. Thus, |T skT | = p for every non-zero k. This means that Ceψ j ⊗C(T skT ) = 0 for every non-zero k
and every j. However, this implies that (X, S) is commutative, a contradiction.
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also a contradiction.
Now we can assume that G{Ceχi } = G{Ceψ j } = {1G } for every i and every j. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that Ceχi ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for some i and some non-zero k. We consider
two cases.
(2a) If Ceχi ⊗ C(T skT ) ∼= Ceψ j for some j, then Ceχi and Ceψ j are G-conjugate. Thus, χi S = ψ j S . By
Remark 2.3, mχi =mψ j , a contradiction.
(2b) If Ceχi ⊗ C(T skT ) ∼= Ceχi′ for some i′ , then by same argument as in (1b), this is a contradiction.
Therefore, Ceχi ⊗ C(T skT ) = Ceψ j ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for 1  i, j  p − 1 and every non-zero k. This
means that (X, S) is commutative, a contradiction.
Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 complete the proof of the main theorem. But, we will consider the case of
elementary abelian groups.
3.3. The case of elementary abelian groups
Put T = 〈t1〉 × 〈t2〉, where 〈t1〉 and 〈t2〉 are groups of order p. Since CT ∼= C〈t1〉 ⊗ C〈t2〉 as C-
algebra, we regard eχ ⊗ eψ ’s as central primitive idempotents of T , where χ ∈ Irr(〈t1〉) and ψ ∈
Irr(〈t2〉). Considering algebraic conjugate, we can divide all irreducible CT -modules into p+2 classes.
Assume that G{Ceϕ} = G for some ϕ ∈ Irr(T ) − {1T }. Then Ceφ ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for every k and
every φ ∈ C , where C is the class of algebraic conjugates containing ϕ . Thus, by Theorem 2.7(1) and
Subsection 2.4, there exist at least p2 linear characters of S having multiplicity 1. By Theorem 2.2,
they contain O θ (S) in their kernel. Since |S//O θ (S)|  p2, there exist exactly p2 linear characters
of S having multiplicity 1. Thus the number of irreducible CT -modules with {1G} as the stabilizer is
p(p − 1). Denote the set of them by E . In this case, if Ceϕ ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for some ϕ ∈ E and some
non-zero k, then Ceϕ ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for every ϕ ∈ E , since the dimension of C(T skT ) must be p2.
Since the quotient scheme S//T is primitive, (X, S) is a p-group, a contradiction. On the other hand, if
Ceϕ ⊗C(T skT ) = 0 for every ϕ ∈ E and every non-zero k, then (X, S) is commutative, a contradiction.
Hence, G{Ceϕ} = {1G } for every ϕ ∈ Irr(T ) − {1T }.
If Ceϕ ⊗C(T skT ) = 0 for every ϕ ∈ Irr(T )−{1T } and every non-zero k, then (X, S) is commutative,
a contradiction. Therefore, we can know the following facts.
In the case that (X, S) is non-commutative, the dimension of C(T skT ) must be 1 or p for each
non-zero k. In particular, if Ceϕ ⊗ C(T skT ) = 0 for some ϕ ∈ Irr(T ) − {1T } and some non-zero k, then
by using same argument as in (1b), Ceϕ ⊗ CS cannot be G-conjugate to Ceφ ⊗ CS for every φ ∈ C ,
where C is the class of algebraic conjugates containing ϕ .
Remark 3.1. In the non-commutative case of Subsection 3.3, deﬁne Iϕ := {k | Ceϕ ⊗C(T skT ) = 0, 1
k p−1} for each non-linear ϕ ∈ Irr(T )−{1T }. For each non-empty Iϕ , deﬁne Dϕ = {d1−d2 (mod p) |
d1,d2 ∈ Iϕ ∪ {0}, d1 = d2}. Then the following hold:
(1) ϕ S (1) = |Iϕ | + 1;
(2) |Dϕ | = |Iϕ |(|Iϕ | + 1);
(3) If p  5, then ϕ S (1) = 2.
4. Construction of schurian p-schemes
In this section, we assume that G is a transitive permutation group of a ﬁnite set Ω . Then G acts
on Ω × Ω by (α,β)g := (αg, β g), where (α,β) ∈ Ω × Ω and g ∈ G . It is well known that the set of
2-orbits of (G,Ω) forms an association scheme called schurian. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between the set Ω and the set G//Gx of cosets of one-point stabilizer for any x ∈ Ω . Also there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the set of 2-orbits of (G,Ω) and the set of double cosets of Gx
in G .
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P = 〈α,α1,α2,α3 ∣∣ [α1,α] = α2, [α2,α] = α3, αp = αp1 = αp2 = αp3 = 1,
[α1,α2] = [α2,α3] = [α3,α1] = [α,α3] = 1
〉
.
Then the action of P on P/〈α1〉 induces an association scheme (X, S). The set of 2-orbits in (X, S)
corresponds to the set of double cosets as follows:
(1) 〈α1〉αi2α j3〈α1〉, where 0 i, j  p − 1;
(2) 〈α1〉αiα j3〈α1〉, where 0< i  p − 1 and 0 j  p − 1.
Note that (X, S) is a non-commutative p-scheme with an elementary abelian group as a closed
subset T of prime index and the valency ns is p for any s ∈ S − T .
In order to determine character degrees of (X, S), we will use Proposition 3.5 in [5]. First of all,
we ﬁnd all irreducible characters of P by the idea of Theorem 26.4 in [10]. Note that P has 2p2 − 1
conjugacy classes. In particular, ClP (α1) = {α1αn2α
(n−1)n
2
3 | 0  n  p − 1}. Put K as the center of P .
Then P/K is a non-abelian group of order p3. By Theorem 26.6 in [10], we know Irr(P/K ). Write
ε = e 2π ip . The set of irreducible characters of P which have K in their kernel is as follows:
(1) χu,v (0 u, v  p − 1), where χu,v(αr1αsαt2) = εru+sv ;
(2) φw (1 w  p − 1), where
φw
(
αr1α
sαt2
)= { pεwt if r = s = 0,
0 otherwise.
Next, we construct p2 − p irreducible characters of P by induction of irreducible characters of H .
Deﬁne ψx,y,z (0  x, y  p − 1 and 1  z  p − 1) by ψx,y,z(αl1αm2 αn3) = εlx+my+nz . Then they are
p3 − p2 irreducible characters of H which do not have K in their kernel. Put Ψ = {ψ Px,y,z | 0 x, y 
p − 1, 1 z  p − 1}. By substituting α1 and α3 for ψ Px,0,z respectively, we can get p2 − p represen-
tative characters of Ψ . Denote ψ Px,0,z by ϕx,z .
Finally, we calculate character degrees of (X, S):
(1) [χ0,v ,1P〈α1〉] = [χ0,v〈α1〉,1〈α1〉] = 1 (0 v  p − 1);
(2) [χu,v ,1P〈α1〉] = [χu,v〈α1〉,1〈α1〉] = 0 (1 u  p − 1, 0 v  p − 1);
(3) [φw ,1P〈α1〉] = [φw〈α1〉,1〈α1〉] = 1 (1 w  p − 1);
(4) [ϕx,z,1P〈α1〉] = [ϕx,z〈α1〉,1〈α1〉] = 1|〈α1〉|
∑
g∈〈α1〉 ϕx,z(g) = 1p
∑p−1
d=0
∑p−1
n=0 ψx,0,z(αd1αdn2 α
d(n−1)n
2
3 ) =
1
p
∑p−1
n=0
∑p−1
d=0 ε
d(x+ (n−1)nz2 )  2 (0 x p − 1, 1 z p − 1).
Therefore, we can see that maximal character degree of (X, S) is 2. By Remark 2.1 and Subsec-
tion 3.3, (X, S) has 3p − 2 linear characters and (p−1)22 non-linear irreducible characters.
We conclude this paper by raising the following question.
Problem 4.1. Among non-commutative p-schemes of prime cube order which are not thin, do there
exist schemes having an irreducible character of degree  3?
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